
TABLE OF FARES 
The fares detailed below are the MAXIMUM fares, which may be charged. 

 
FIRST 100 YARDS (91.4 metres) 
 
Tariff 1  (7.00 AM UNTIL 7.00 PM) Day £3.10 
Tariff 2  (7.00 PM UNTIL 7.00 AM) Night £3.30 
Tariff 3          (7.00 PM until 7.00AM (Weekend) Fri Sat Sun          £4.30 
 
Then 20p for every 195 yards (178.3 meters) up to 17600 yards 10 miles (16093 
metres). Then 20p for every 176 yards (160.93 meters) thereafter.  

 
Waiting time 
For every 48 Seconds the cab is kept waiting 20p 
Waiting time is calculated once the vehicle is stood or travelling at less than  
8 miles per hour.  (£15.00 per hour)  
 

Extras 

Each hiring begun between 6.00 pm on 24th December £2.50 
and 6.00 am on 27th December and between  

6.00 pm on 31st December and 6.00 am on 2nd January. 

Each hiring on any other official Government Bank Holiday.                   £1.00  
(07.00am to 07.00am)  
 

Fouling the vehicle - MAXIMUM charge     £50  
 

Notes for passengers: 

Any journey carried out in this vehicle whether pre 
booked (private hire) or hailed the driver must engage 
the meter for each journey.   
 
Journeys that end outside of the district of Sheffield  
 

Drivers may ask for you to agree a fare when the fare ends outside the district of 
Sheffield.  If you agree this fare, then the driver must still engage the meter. If the 
metered fare at the end of your journey is less than that agreed, then you may pay 
the metered fare only. (LGMP Act 1976 S66, Byelaw 19 (b) TPC ACT S54 & S55) 
If the meter fare is more than agreed you pay the agreed fare only.  
 
The driver of this vehicle must produce a copy of the byelaws to you on request.  The driver of this vehicle 
must display within the vehicle his identification and must always wear the badge as issued by Sheffield 
City Council.  

 
Enquiries or complaints about taxis or their drivers should be made to:-Licensing Service via 
email at taxilicenisng@sheffield.gov.uk   Or phone - 0114 2734264 
Chief Licensing Officer, Head of Licensing January 2022.  
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